Abstract-This paper proposes a neural network decoupling technique for an uncertain multivariable system. Based on a linear diagonalization technique, a reference model is designed using nominal parameters to provide training signals for a neural network decoupler. A neural network model is designed to learn the dynamics of the uncertain multivariable system in order to avoid required calculations of the plant Jacobian. To avoid overfitting problem, both neural networks are trained by the Lavenberg-Marquardt with Bayesian regulation algorithm that uses a real-time recurrent learning algorithm to obtain gradient information. Three experimental results in the powered wheelchair control application confirm that the proposed technique effectively minimises the coupling effects caused by input-output interactions even under the condition of system uncertainties.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a mobility assistive aid, a powered wheelchair can significantly improve the quality of life for a physically disabled person. For severely disabled people, safe control of a conventional powered wheelchair; however, can be a very challenging task [1] . In order to offer enhanced safety and comfort for powered wheelchair users, a lot of research has been conducted in developing a smart and/or intelligent wheelchairs. [2] - [4] . In terms of smart wheelchair design, a precision motion control task is crucial in order to achieve an optimal performance of the whole system [5] . Due to the interactions between different inputs and outputs in a powered wheelchair system, effective implementation of a precision motion control design task can be complex [6] - [8] . To reduce such complexity, decoupling techniques can be effective solutions for decomposing a complex multivariable control problem into series of scalar problems. However, research investigating the system robustness under the effects of uncertainty and external disturbance, is still relatively scarce [5] .
A dynamic neural network operates on a sequence of inputs. Its output responses will depend not only on current inputs, but on an input sequence history. Thank to this characteristics, a dynamic neural network can approximate a dynamic system and be very suitable for control applications. In order to train a dynamic neural network, gradient information for this network is required for implementing a backpropagation algorithm. Since a real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) algorithm can be used to calculate such gradient information at the same time as the network response, it is very suitable for online implementation [9] .
Recently, we have proposed the neural network based diagonal decoupling control technique for a powered wheelchair system [10] . In the first stage, a linear diagonalarization technique is employed to design a linear decoupler for the nominal model of a wheelchair. In the second stage, neural network controllers are then designed independently for decoupled scalar systems. System uncertainties are suppressed in this second stage due to the online learning ability of these neural network controllers. In this paper, we extend our work by proposing a new neural network decoupling technique, which effectively minimises the decoupling effects in a multivariable system even under the condition of system uncertainties in the first stage. As a result, a system robustness under the effects of system uncertainties is guaranteed, and the complexity of a controllers' design in the second stage is significantly reduced.
In Section II of this paper, the proposed neural network decoupling technique is presented in details. The application of the proposed technique for a powered wheelchair system is then described in Section III. The conclusion is found in Section IV.
II. NEURAL NETWORK DECOUPLING TECHNIQUE
The proposed control structure is shown in Fig.1 . In this structure, the reference model D 0 (s) is in a diagonal form which is designed by a linear diagonalization technique. The dynamic neural network model (NNM) is then trained to learn the dynamics of the multivariable system. This trained NNM is then used to propagate required training signals for updating parameters of the neural network decoupler (NND). For a given proper square n × n plant G 0 (s), the purpose of this stage is to search for the compensation scheme so that the compensated plant is triangular-diagonal-dominant (TDD). A TDD matrix is a triangular matrix whose diagonal element suffice to determine the stability properties of the system. An uni-modular pre-compensator matrix U (s) can always be constructed over the principal ideal domain Γ of a proper plant transfer function matrix G 0 (s) such that
where T 0 (s) is triangular. The trangularization procedure is presented in details in [10] .
B. Diagonalization
In this phase, the row-normalized matrix A(s) of the triangular matrix T 0 (s) is designated as follows 
with D 0 (s) is proper and diagonal, and V (s) is found as [10] . According to Bayesian framework [11] , a performance function that contains regularization terms is expressed in following equation.
C. Real-time recurrent learning algorithm for dynamic neural networks
where α and β are hyperparameters, and the ratio α/β controls the effective complexity of the network solution.
The larger this ratio is, the smoother the network response. For a given dynamic neural network structure shown in Fig.2 , the terms of the gradient can be calculated by following chain rule:
where x is the neural network weights and biases, a u (t) is the neural network output for layer u, Q is the number of training samples, and the superscript e indicates an explicit derivative that does not account for indirect effects through time. The first terms in above equation can be calculated as follows:
where DL m,l is set of all delays in the tapped delay lines (TDL) between layer l and layer m, U is set of all output layer numbers and X is set of all input layer numbers.
The explicit derivatives of all weights and biases can be calculated as:
where A⊗B is the Kronecker product of A and B, IW m,l is the input weight between input layer l and layer m, LW m,l is the layer weight between layer l and layer m, b m is the bias vector for layer m, and p l (t) is the l th input vector to the network at time t.
The S u,m (t) terms is calculated as:
where ϶ means "such that", and ∃ means "there exists", L b m is set indices of layers that directly connect backward to layer m, and n m (t) is the net input for layer m.
The Bayesian regularization algorithm is applied to update hyperparameters as follows.
where
) −1 is called the effective number of parameters, n is the total number of parameters in the network, N is the total number of errors, and H is Hessian matrix of F (x) at the minimum point x M P .
III. POWERED WHEELCHAIR APPLICATION

A. Model reference design
In [10] , the powered wheelchair system with two inputs, voltage signals obtained from a National Instrument USB 6009 device, and two outputs, representing a linear velocity and an angular velocity, is described as a multivariable system with uncertainties. The equations representing three dynamic models of this wheelchair system are obtained as follows: Applying triangularization and diagonalization techinques, the pre-compensators, U (s) and V (s), are obtained [10] . Therefore, the nominal compensated model for the wheelchair is depicted as
] .
This compensated model, D 0 (s), is used as the reference model in our proposed control as shown in Fig.1 .
B. Neural network model and decoupler design
The training configuration for both neural networks are depicted in Fig.2 . Firstly, the NNM is trained to learn the dynamic model of the powered wheelchair system. Three models of the powered wheelchair are used in this training process. The input voltages are excited randomly every 5-second interval to the wheelchair models and the corresponding velocities are acquired to form a training set. Fig.3 represents 100 seconds' samples of the training set. The duration of the training set is 1000 seconds.
Finally, the NNM is used to propagate training signals backward to train the NND. The 1000-second training set for neural network controller is obtained by introducing random For both dynamic neural networks, the real-time recurrent learning algorithm, presented in Section II, is applied to calculate gradient information. This gradient information is then used in the Lavenberg-Marquardt with Bayesian regulation algorithm to train both neural networks. Overfitting problem is also avoided due to the implementation of the Bayesian regulation algorithm. Since the NNM is used to propagate the training signals backward, its weights are not updated in the NND's training procedure.
C. Results
Experiment 1:
This experiment aims to test how well the NNM can learn the wheelchair dynamic model. The trained NNM is introduced with random input voltage signals. Its outputs, linear velocity and angular velocity, are captured and compared to the actual output responses of the wheelchair system. The Fig.4 shows the output responses of the trained NNM and the wheelchair system. The perfectly matched results confirm that the NNM successfully learns the dynamics of the wheelchair system. Experiment 2: This experiment aims to test how the trained NND can effectively minimise the coupling effects in the wheelchair system. In this experiment, three wheelchair models are introduced to verify the robustness property of the NND. First, the input pair (v=1[m/s];ω=0[rad/s]) is introduced to inspect the element (1, 1) and element (2, 1). Then, the input pair (v=0[m/s];ω=1[rad/s]) is introduced to inspect the element (1, 2) and element (2, 2). As seen in Fig.5 , the input-output interactions in the wheelchair system, element (1, 2) and element (2, 1), are suppressed for both three wheelchair models. At the same time, the output responses of both three models well track their references as shown in element (1, 1) and element (2, 2) . This results confirm that the NND successfully minimises the coupling effects caused by input-output interactions in the wheelchair system. 
Experiment 3:
In order to verify that the NND can effectively work in all operational ranges, random input signals are stimulated into two decoupled velocity loops. The corresponding output velocities are acquired and compared to actual responses of the decoupled system D 0 (s). The obtained results in Fig.6 shows that the output responses of the decoupled system match the output responses of the reference model regardless of random voltage's range. This result implies that the NND successfully decomposes the wheelchair system into two independent series scalar systems.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An effective neural network decoupling technique for an uncertain multivariable system has been developed. Based on a linear diagonalization technique, a diagonal reference model is designed to form training signals for a NND. The dynamics of the uncertain system are learnt by a NNM so that it propagates training signals backward to train the NND. The Lavenberg-Marquardt with Bayesian regulation algorithm, utilising a RTRL algorithm to obtain dynamic gradient information, is used to train both NNM and NND. Due to the diagonal reference model, the convergence in the NND training is guaranteed. The experimental results on the powered wheelchair system show that the proposed decoupling technique minimises the input-output interactions effectively even under the condition of system uncertainties.
